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- NGC 2110 is in the brightest state (10-10cgs) in its observation
history. The flux is increased ~x3 and iron line EW decreased ~1/3.

- Hard X-ray continuum can be model by a power-law (index=1.85)
with multiple absorption, iron line and reflection.

- Weak narrow iron line is resolved (EW=48eV, v<2350km/sec) at 6.4
keV, which is from gas located > 0.06 pc from the X-ray source.

- Weak reflection component (R=0.1-0.4) is found and is from
Compton-thick matter distributed > 0.06 pc (?).

- Combination of multiple absorption and reflection accounts for the
iron line and is consistent with the measured EW (iron edge).

- Soft X-ray emission is likely to be a scattered nuclear radiation and is
brighter than the previous measurement by one order of magnitude
(2.3x10-12 cgs 0.5-2 keV). The thermal emission may be overwhelmed by

the nuclear radiation.

Summary

Start time: September 16, 2005 08:49:42

End time:   September 18, 2005 19:55:50

Net Exposure: 103 ksec (XIS)

                       71.4 ksec (HXD)

Observation and data reduction

X-ray image & Light Curve
Soft X-ray (0.5-2 keV) Hard X-ray (2-10 keV)

- Source spectra extracted with r=6mm circle
- Background spectra with r=6-11mm circle
excluding the star

NGC 2110

1AXG J055200-0719

Cal. source

Star (GSC 04780-00429)

No significant variation was
found in all the energy band
(<10%)

Simple absorbed power-low fit (2-200 keV)
  NH=3.85±0.04x1022cm-2, index=1.64±0.01
  Identified many features
PLindex=1.6 is too flat & iron edge > multiple absorption

Soft X-ray emission Iron line and edge

Reflection and high energy cutoff?

Overall X-ray spectrum

Spectral shape and iron edge
requires additional absorption
 - power-law fit
    with pcfabs and Gaussian
                  (2-10, 15-60 keV)

Flux
  1.0x10-10 ergs cm-2 sec-1

                      (2-10 keV)
  2.4x10-10 ergs cm-2 sec-1

                      (15-60 keV)

PLindex   NH (1022cm-2) f    NH (1022cm-2) f  NH (1022cm-2) f      chi2/dof
1.64         3.8            1.0                                                      965/768
1.75         4.2            1.0      88           0.20                           887/766
1.82         2.5            1.0      3.9          0.63    122         0.26   792/764

Power-law fitting with absorption (XIS023+PIN)

-XIS023, PIN(15-60keV;BGD-A’)
   and GSO(70-200keV;BGD-D)

- best fit PIN/XIS const.=1.20 and GSO/XIS=0.98

Hard X-ray continuum
( absorbed reflection model )
 - PLindex=1.85±0.03
 - R=0.24±0.14
 - Ecut>200 keV
 - NH=2.8±0.15x1022 cm-2 (f=1)
 - NH=3.8±0.6x1022 cm-2 (f=0.45)
 - NH=58+27-16x1022 cm-2 (f=0.13)
with iron line
     and scattered nuclear emission
(abundance=1.0, inclination=45 fixed)

        chi2/dof=826/816

Best fit continuum model (XIS023,PIN,GSO)

- High energy cut-off restricted > 250 keV
- Weak reflection (R=0.1-0.45)  is needed
- Best fit PIN/XIS=0.12 and is consistent with Crab cal.

Soft X-ray emission
- Can be modeled by power-law as
scattered nuclear radiation with small
absorption (NH=0.5x1022cm-2)
-Or by thermal emission (kT=0.22 keV)
with absorption
but statistically no difference
- an emission line is detected at 0.9 keV
(EW=27 eV) Ne??

Iron line width = 50±11eV
 - V< 2350 km/sec
 - >1x104 Rg
 - >0.06 pc (M=108Msun)
line EW = 48±4 eV
 - absorbing gas predicts ~35 eV
 - reflection (R=0.24±0.14) ~13-52eV
 - Combination of these consistent
with the measurement

Interestingly….
 Compton thick absorber f~13%
 Reflection fraction f~12%
    Same gas is responsible for both the

absorber and the reflector ?
X-ray source

>0.06pc

NH=2.8x1022cm-2

NH=3.8x1022cm-2(f=0.45)

NH=58x1022cm-2(f=0.13)

Reflection R=0.24~f=0.12

- PLindex and NH are consistent over the last >20 years
- Iron line energy and intensity are same as those in 1989
- 2-10 keV flux goes up by a factor of ~3
- Iron EW goes down by a factor of ~3.7
- The lower EW can be explained by the higher continuum flux
- PLindex (=1.85) is compatible with that of Seyfert 1s

Event Selection

XIS:    SAA==0 && T_SAA>256 && SAA_HXD==0 &&
T_SAA_HXD>256 && ELV>5 && DYE_ELV>20 && COR>6

HXD: SAA_HXD==0 && T_SAA_HXD>500 && ELV>5 &&
COR >8 with other HK selection Reflection and High Energy Cutoff

Discussion

Where is the iron and the reflector?

Black Hole

Iron edge

Kα

Kβ?

ratio to a power-law model

Iron Kα line detected
(no Kβ: EW<3.7eV)

E=6.396±0.007 keV σ= 50±11 eV
(cal source: σ=30±2 eV)

Weak iron line resolved with 
EW=48±4 eV

Iron line and edge

Flux
  1.0x10-10 ergs cm-2 sec-1(2-10 keV)
  3.8x10-10 ergs cm-2 sec- (15-200 keV)


